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bstract. It has been recently demonstrated that the cel-
ular details of bladder epithelium embedded in speckle
oise can be uncovered with time-lapse ultrahigh-
esolution optical coherence tomography �TL-uOCT� by
roper time-lapse frame averaging that takes advantage of
ellular micromotion in fresh biological tissue ex vivo.
ere, spectral-domain 3-D TL-uOCT is reported to further

mprove the image fidelity, and new experimental evi-
ence is presented to differentiate normal and cancerous
uclei of rodent bladder epithelia. Results of animal can-
er study reveal that despite a slight overestimation �e.g.,
10%� of nuclear size �DN� to histological evaluation,

L-uOCT is capable of distinguishing normal �DN
7 �m� and cancerous �e.g., high-grade DN��13 �m�

rothelia, which may potentially be very useful for en-
ancing the diagnosis of nonpapillary bladder cancer.
ore animal study is being conducted to examine the util-

ty to differentiate hyperplasia, dysplasia, and carcinoma
n situ. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
�DOI: 10.1117/1.3223246�

eywords: Coherent optics; imaging systems; biomedical optics.
aper 09111LRR received Mar. 26, 2009; revised manuscript received

ul. 9, 2009; accepted for publication Jul. 14, 2009; published online
ep. 16, 2009.

Confocal microscopy �including optical coherence micros-
opy, or OCM1,2� and multiphoton microscopy permit subcel-
ular imaging of superficial biological tissue such as skin,
ral, and cervical epithelia; however, these techniques require
igh NA objective and focal tracking to provide subcelullar
mages at different depths, which may pose a technical chal-
enge for endoscopic in vivo diagnosis. On the other hand,
ptical coherence tomography �OCT� is a coherence-gated
echnique that enables sub-10-�m cross-sectional imaging of
iological tissue.3 As the axial resolution is defined by the
ource coherence length Lc�0.44�2 /�� �assuming a Gauss-
an line shape; �, ��: central wavelength, spectral band-
idth�, ultrahigh-resolution OCT �uOCT� with Lc

1 to 2 �m is possible by employing a broadband source
nd subcellular imaging of translucent tissue—e.g., xenopus
aevis—has been reported,4,5 However, subcellular uOCT �not

Tel: 631-444-1451; E-mail: yingtian.pan@sunysb.edu
ournal of Biomedical Optics 050502-
OCM� of scattering mammalian tissue �e.g., epithelium� re-
mained unsolved, preventing the use of this promising tech-
nique to render optical biopsy for clinical diagnosis. Interest-
ingly, time-domain �TD� time-lapse uOCT �TL-uOCT�, taking
advantage of cellular micromotion in fresh ex vivo tissue for
effective speckle noise reduction, was recently demonstrated
to uncover the subcellular details �i.e., nuclei� in bladder epi-
thelium using a low-NA commercial achromatic lens �f
10 mm/NA 0.25�.6 In this letter, we present spectral-domain
�SD� TL-uOCT to further enhance image contrast and reso-
lution and enable 3-D subcellular imaging and provide new
experimental data to evidence the possibility for epithelial
cancer grading.

Figure 1 illustrates an SD TL-uOCT setup for subcellular
bladder imaging, in which an ultrafast Ti:Al2O3 laser ��
=800 nm, ��FWHM =128 nm� was employed to illuminate a
wavelength-flattened fiber-optic Michelson interferometer. In
the reference arm, light exiting the fiber was collimated to
�2 mm and connected to a grating lens rapid scanning optical
delay �RSOD, d−1=1200 /mm, f =80 mm� for matching the
path length and dispersion between the two arms of the inter-
ferometer. Light in the sample arm was collimated by a fiber-
optic achromate to �5 mm, scanned laterally by two-axis
servo mirrors, and focused by a commercial-grade achromatic
lens �f 10 mm/NA 0.25� onto the bladder epithelium under
examination, yielding a measured focal spot �lateral reso-
lution� of ��3 �m. The backscattering from within the blad-
der wall was recombined with the reference light in the de-
tection fiber and connected to a spectral imager in which the
light was collimated by a fiber-optic achromate �f=55 mm�,
diffracted by a holographic grating �d−1=1200 /mm�, and fo-
cused by a lens system �f=85 mm� onto a line CCD camera
�10�10 �m2 /pixel�. Each captured interferometric spec-
trograph was transferred to a PC via a Camera Link interface
at 100 MB /s and processed to reconstruct the corresponding

1083-3668/2009/14�5�/050502/3/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE

Fig. 1 Schematic of SD TL-uOCT. CM: fiber-optic collimator; FPC:
fiber polarization controller; D: BK7 wedge prism pair; RSOD:
grating-lens-based rapid optical delay for dispersion compensation;
G: servo mirror; Obj: achromatic lens �f 10mm/NA 0.25�; �: delay
trigger for TL-uOCT; L1, L2: achromatic lens group for field
correction.
September/October 2009 � Vol. 14�5�1
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epth profile �i.e., A-scan�, permitting 2-D uOCT at up to
0 fps. Optimizing the Lc of uOCT was achieved by spectral
eshaping using RSOD in the reference arm and fiberoptic
olarization controllers �FPC� to maximize the bandwidth of
he modulation cross-spectrum �e.g., ���155 nm�; this pro-
edure was found much easier to implement than in previ-
usly reported TD uOCT.6 Mismatch of dispersion between
he two arms was coarsely adjusted by RSOD, wedge prisms,
nd FPC �for polarization-mode dispersion� and then fully
ompensated numerically,7 which ensured an axial resolution
pproaching the transform limit, i.e., Lc=2.3 �m or 1.7 �m
n bladder tissue �refractive index n�1.37 is assumed�.

TL-uOCT, based on time-lapse frame averaging of dy-
amic cellular backscattering, has been shown to effectively
educe speckle noise and uncover subcellular details in fresh
rothelium ex vivo.6 SD uOCT, owing to its improved image
ensitivity and frame rate, can further enhance time-lapse
hase scrambling �speckle removal� for subcellular delinea-
ion and thus potentially enable 3-D TL-uOCT. The detected
L-uOCT signal can be simplified by ensemble averaging of
napshots of uOCT signal IuOCT�Lr�:

ITL-uOCT�Lr� = �
�

IuOCT�Lr�/N�

= �1/N���
�

2Ir
1/2�

i

Eb�Ls,i�exp�− 4�Ls,i

− Lr�2/Lc
2�cos�k�Ls,i − Lr�� , �1�

here N� is the total times of �-delayed frame averaging.
b�Ls,i� is the backscattering from an intracellular organelle at
path length expressed as Ls,i=Ls0+�Ls,i to analyze the ef-

ects of two types of motion on speckle dynamics. The motion
f Ls0 �origin, e.g., center of a nucleus� pertains to translation
f cell matrix �tissue�, which can be compensated by image
egistration and might otherwise blur the �-lapse averaged
mage. �Ls,i�t� is attributed to intracellular relative motion of
iving cells essential to TL-uOCT. For a snapshot, �Ls,i is
tationary, and the summation ��i · · � of all backscattering
b�Ls0+�Ls,i� constitutes a speckle pattern IuOCT�Lr�. How-
ver, intracellular motion over time � scrambles the phase
�Ls,I���; thus, time-lapse averaging ��IuOCT�Lr� can reduce
he speckle noise and uncover the embedded subcellular de-
ails �e.g., nucleus�. Noteworthily, Ls0 may not be completely
ompensated by image registration �e.g., moving out of focus
r image plane�; thus, a proper time-lapse � �e.g., �
0.1 to 0.7 s� is a compromise between image blurring and

ufficient phase scrambling for speckle noise reduction.
Figure 2 compares a snapshot of a uOCT image �a� of a

resh rat bladder ex vivo acquired at 50 fps showing no re-
olvable cellular morphology due to speckle noise and a TL-
OCT image �b� that uncovers subcellular details, e.g., the
uclei N �DN=6.9	0.5 �m� of rat urothelium ���0.15 s�.
ompared with TD TL-uOCT, the image fidelity for nuclear
elineation is markedly enhanced and the effective imaging
epth is increased �e.g., 
500 �m� to the upper muscularis
f the bladder wall without focal tracking. Figure 3 further
emonstrates the 3-D subcellular imaging capability of TL-
OCT owing to the enhanced temporal resolution of SD
OCT. Ten slices of 2-D SD uOCT were acquired each time
nd were repeated 10 times for time-lapse frame averaging
ournal of Biomedical Optics 050502-
�N��10, ��0.2 s�. To further examine the utility of this
technique in the diagnosis and grading of epithelial cancers, a
transgenic mouse model was used to provide orthotropic blad-
der cancers. Figure 4 compares the results of TL-uOCT and
the corresponding histology. For normal mouse bladder �a�,
TL-uOCT was able to resolve the nuclei of the urothelium and
delineate the underlying bladder morphology �e.g., lamina
propria, muscularis� without focal tracking. The nuclear size
measured by TL-uOCT �DN=6.7	1.1 �m� well matched
that of histology �DN=6.0	0.8 �m�. In contrast, the struc-
tural heterogeneity in the cancerous lesion �b� was markedly
increased, resulting in reduced OCT imaging depth, consistent
with our clinical observations using endoscopic OCT. More
importantly, TL-uOCT was able to track the increase of the
nuclear size to DN�= �12.9	1.3� �m in the bladder tumor;
this measurement based on the 10 sampled nuclei �N1�−N10� �
closely matched the histological counterpart of DN�
= �11.7	0.9� �m. This lesion was later confirmed histologi-

Fig. 2 Fresh Sprague-Dawley rat bladder ex vivo. �a� Snapshot; �b�
TL-uOCT image �N�=10, ��0.15 s�. U: urothelium; LP: laminar pro-
pria; M: muscularis;. N: nuclei �DN�6.9 �m�; N�: umbrella-cell nu-
clei �DN�13 �m�.
September/October 2009 � Vol. 14�5�2
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ally as a high-grade �G3� urothelial cancer or transitional cell
arcinoma.

In summary, we present an SD TL-uOCT technique to fur-
her enhance subcellular imaging of epithelial tissue. The key
s to enhance local cellular-motion-induced phase scrambling
hile minimizing global motion �translation or shift�, e.g., by

mage registration. Apparently, the higher detection SNR and
maging rate �temporal resolution� of the spectral-domain ap-
roach enables more effective speckle reduction for subcellu-
ar delineation and 3-D subcellular imaging. Results of the
nimal cancer model study confirmed that TL-uOCT measure-
ents of urothelial nuclei closely matched those of the corre-

ponding histology. More importantly, this technique was able
o track the nuclear enlargement in cancerous lesions, thus
emonstrating the potential for direct epithelial cancer grad-
ng. It is important to note that as TL-uOCT uses a low-NA
chromatic lens �f 10mm/NA 0.25�, it enables imaging of
ubcellular details in the epithelium and the underlying mor-
hology of bladder wall over 0.5 mm of depths without focal
racking; thus, it is potentially suitable for endoscopic optical
r optically guided biopsy of carcinoma in situ where cancer
rading is crucial. Noteworthily, motion artifacts induced by
ore vigorous bladder contraction and handshaking in clini-

al OCT cystoscopy could be more challenging for TL-uOCT
han the ex vivo studies presented here, but we have found in
ur clinical trials that motion artifacts can be dramatically
educed by contacting the OCT scope tip with the bladder
all. Development and test of a microelectrochemical sys-

ems �MEMS�–based endoscopic TL-uOCT is being con-
ucted to transform the current handheld device to a rigid
ndoscopic setting for in vivo subcellular imaging of bladder
ancer.

ig. 3 Three-dimensional TL-uOCT of a fresh rat bladder ex vivo
N�=8, ��0.2 s�. 3-D image size: 500�265�40 �m3 �10 slices�.
he upper panel is the en face image within the urothelium as indi-
ated by two dashed lines. N: nuclei �DN=7.4±0.8 �m�; N�:
mbrella-cell nuclei �DN��11 �m�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 050502-
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